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Quantity indicators signaling upside breakout

potential.
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-- Unlocking the potential of Swing

Trading involves understanding High-

Frequency Traders (HFT) trigger entries

and recognizing momentum price

action ahead of significant runs. Many

traders often face the frustration of

discovering stocks that have surged or

gapped with momentum energy,

primarily driven by HFT filling queues

before the market opens.

Key Insights:

1. HFT-Induced Gaps: Opening charts

to find stocks that have gapped or

surged due to HFT activity is a common

challenge. HFT actions force automated Market Makers to create gaps or run stocks up at market

open.

2. Volume Indicators' Role: Volume and Quantity Indicators become crucial in recognizing

underlying upside energy before the stock gaps. The daily view (see stock chart attached)

highlights quantity indicators signaling upside breakout potential.

3. Challenges in Chasing Gaps: Attempting to chase HFT-driven runs and gaps through day

trading often results in Retail Traders losing money due to immediate profit-taking and whipsaw

action.

4. Indicator Choice Matters: Popular Price and Time Indicators like Stochastic and MACD might

not offer the necessary pre-signal to trade ahead of HFT-triggered movements.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Summary: In today's automated market, Swing Trading demands a broader set of indicators

beyond conventional Price and Time metrics. Dark Pool Quiet Accumulation, concealed from

exchange activity, and HFT-triggered gaps and runs require a more comprehensive approach.

Chasing already running stocks poses higher risks, emphasizing the importance of recognizing

whether a consolidation will break to the upside or downside. Incorporating stock Volume and

Quantity Indicators alongside price analysis provides a more informed approach for Swing

Traders, offering opportunities in Momentum Trading and Intraday Swing Trading.

Explore Further: Visit TechniTrader.Courses to access webinars on "How to Exploit High-

Frequency Trading Activity" "Swing Trading with the Professionals" and the "Trade Management

Planner." TechniTrader provides students with chart templates, custom trading-style scans, and

technical indicator setups.
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